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1.125.440

327.035 322.556

240.999
101.390 36.144

the numbers
OF SPORT

67.000 SPORTS COMPANIES

860.000 PROFESSIONALS OF SUPPORT 
(MANAGERS, COACHES, OFFICIALS, ETC. .)

= ENGAGED IN SOME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

= NOT INDICATED

= PLAY SPORTS CONTINUOUSLY

=PLAY SPORTS OCCASIONALLY

= DO NOT PRACTICE ANY SPORT OR PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

28,2  %

22,8  %

38,3  %

10,2  %

THE SPORT PRACTICE IN ITALY

MEMBERSHIP OF SPORTS FEDERATION

SPORT

SOCCER VOLLEYBALL BASKETBALL TENNIS RUGBY HOCKEY

4.391.000 ATHLETES MEMBERSHIP

GRIPPER
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GRIPPER | INFOGRAPHIC

the POtentIAL
OF YOUR FIELD

RED CLAY SYNTHETIC GRASS SHORT PILE

SURFACES AND SPORTS PRATICABLE

SYNTHETIC GRASS LONG PILECONCRETE

CEMENTO

GRIPPER
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Thanks 
to the extraordinary abi-

lity of the polypropylene (PP), 
a shock resistant and durable 

polymer, Geoplast has created a series 
of solutions for sports that provide high 

performance, multidisciplinarity and re-
liability. The types of surface that Geoplast 
proposes are all directed to the extreme 
versatility, allowing the owner of the field 

made with   Gripper to exploit it as it was 
not able to do with any other floo-

ring system.

SPORT

Indoor
permanent 
installations

Outdoor 
permanent 
installations

Temporary 
events
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EASY TO LAY
GRIPPER |  EASE OF INSTALLATION

The ease of installation 
and the possibility of in-
stalling the product on pla-
nar and compact existing 
surfaces makes GRIPPER 
a practical solution for 
the upgrading of old worn 
athletic fields. INSTALLATION IN 

4 HOURS ONLY!

MOVABLE
The ease of assembly 
and disassembly and 
the possibility of conve-
nient transportation in 
pallets of standard size, 
makes Gripper ideal 
for temporary sporting 
events, whether they 
take place in the streets 
or in indoor facilities. 
Often these events 
are organized in public 
places that have spe-
cial needs of usability. 

With Gripper you can 
quickly move portions 
of the field to allow the 
passage of vehicles or 
carrying out other activi-
ties while the field is not 
in use, and then rebuild 
the rectangle in no time 
and restart the competi-
tive spirit!

The GRIPPER range has as its own characte-
ristic that distinguishes the Geoplast surfa-
ce from other flooring on the market, in the 
extraordinary rapidity and simplicity of in-
stallation, given from the Snap-fit coupling.
GRIPPER is supplied on pallets in pre-as-
sembled sheets. To realize the court just put 
close the sheets to each other and couple 
them with a simple push of a hand or a feet. .
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SPORT

TENNIS

“The fast courts suffer less at-
mospheric agents, do not fre-
eze, dry first, and offer much 
better playing conditions in the 
evenings and winter, when on 
clay or grass courts balls beco-
me too heavy and the rebounds 
uneven. The idea that they are 
dangerous, for unskilled player, 
is more of a cliché, based on ex-
periences of surfaces of 30 ye-
ars ago, while the most advan-
ced solutions available today 
are much more comfortable and 
“playable”. 
From the site www.federtennis.it
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GRIPPER | MOVABLE

SOCCER

Futsal is a fast and technical 
game,  which requires a great grip 
to the player, fluency of the ball 
and at the same time comfort to 
protect your joints and mitigate 
the falls in case of tackles. 
Gripper is the sports floor that of-
fers all these features.
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SPORT

BASKETBALL

To achieve the speed that this 
game requires you do not have 
to face too much effort to dribble 
the ball, but the latter has to come 
back in the hands effortlessly 
and accurately. You must then 
be able to have the right grip to 
change direction without hesita-
tion. Gripper is designed to give 
you the right grip to never lose a 
rebound, and the right balance 
between the stiffness you need 
to dribble and jump, and elastici-
ty that cushions the impact of the 
fall.
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GRIPPER | VERSATILE

HOCKEY

The inline hockey is a sport 
that utilizes very specific 
equipment, such as inline ska-
tes, and the disc has strong 
specific needs. Gripper Indoor is 
the ideal surface for this sport. 
Better than parquet with a lo-
wer cost and duration, with the 
same use, significantly higher. 
The plastic surface created by 
Geoplast, has the precise cha-
racteristics of friction and smo-
othness that serve this sport, 
while maintaining the versati-
lity for futsal, basketball and 
volleyball, that allow your field 
never remain unused.
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PrOducts
RANGE

GRIPPER 
OUTDOOR

The outdoor sport practice, where 
you want and when you want!

An extraordinary field for indoor 
sports activities

For fast tennis court, but also for 
other sports, a floor of technical and 
aesthetic quality.

GRIPPER
INDOOR

GRIPPER
TENNIS

SPORT
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TECHNICAL DATA

MATERIAL UV stabilized PP

WEIGHT  2,9 -kg/m2

DIMENSION 25 x 25 xtt 1 cm
(16 pz./ m2)  

PACKAGING DIMEN-
SION

SURFACE FINISHING perforated

COUPLING snap-fit coupling

80 x 120 x H 150 cm 
112 m2 

COMPACT AND PLANAR BED

OUTDOOR GRIPPER

OutdOOr
GRIPPER

GRIPPER OUTDOOR provides 
the speed and performance that 
Geoplast proposes to obtain a 
multi-purpose surface where 
you can practice all kinds of per-
manent or temporary outdoor 
activities. The holes of the surfa-
ce of the tiles provides drainage 
in the event of rain, ease of clea-
ning and maximum safety in all 
sports. As in other Geoplast pro-
ducts for sports, one of the most 
interesting features is the ease of 
installation, because thanks to 
the special snap-fit coupling the 
field can be prepared by unskil-
led personnel with ease and 
speed, removed, and moved 
with equal ease. 

GRIPPER | OUTDOOR GRIPPER

TREATED 

AGAINST UV
DRIES IN MINUTES
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SPORT

TECHNICAL DATA

MATERIAL UV stabilized PP

WEIGHT 3,6 kg/m2

DIMENSION 30,5 x 30,5 x H1,2 cm
(10,75 pz./ m2)  

PACKING DIMENSION

SURFACE FINISHING perforated

COUPLING snap-fit coupling 

100 x 120 x H 160 cm
 140 m2 

GRIPPER 12”

GrIPPer
TENNIS

COMPACT AND PLANAR BED

G
RIPPER “12” 
is the tile that 
Geoplast has de-
signed for the con-
struction of the tennis 
courts, and is certified 
ITF as fast playing sur-
face. Its size, equal to 12 
“x 12” (one square foot) al-
lows you to  prepare a quic-
kly and regulatory tennis 
court with different colors 
inside and outside of the 
playing area. The surfa-
ce is designed for a fast 
and entertaining game, 
ensuring also the pos-
sibility to use the field 
as polyvalent field, 
and if necessary 
to move it with 
ease.
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GRIPPER | INDOOR GRIPPER

TECHNICAL DATA

UV STABILIZED PP

4,3 kg/m2

DIMENSION 33,3 x 33,3 x H1 cm
(9 pz./ m2)  

PACKING DIMENSION

SURFACE FINISHING smooth

COUPLING snap-fit coupling

105 x 105 x H 180 cm
 165 m2 

INDOOR GRIPPER

CUSHIONING MAT

IndOOr
GRIPPER

GRIPPER INDOOR is the Geo-
plast tile for the realization of 
multipurpose indoor surfaces. 
Its surface is completely smo-
oth and its particular structure, 
coupled with the ability to pla-
ce different types of cushio-
ning mat below, offer a soft-
ness and comfort of a game 
similar to those of wood. Even 
Gripper Indoor maintains the 
versatility and ease of installa-
tion that characterize the rest 
of the range, reaching a quali-
ty - price ratio that no other in-
door flooring can boast.

COMPACT AND PLANAR BED

MATERIAL

WEIGHT

UNPARALLELED 
PRICE / QUALITY

RATIO
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SPORT

You can customize your 
field with different colors 

among outdoor and indoor 
playing areas, and create 

text to your taste.

VERSATILE
Gripper has been studied as 
technical flooring for sports, 
to give a high-level answer 
to anyone looking for a sur-
face that can ensure a great 
bounce of the ball, grip and 
protection of the athlete. 
The characteristics of resi-
stance, drainage and practi-
cality, however are not limi-
ted to these applications but 
make it a popular solution 

for many other uses. Your 
field is never left unused, 
because GRIPPER is ex-
traordinarily versatile. You 
can play hockey, volleyball, 
handball, skating, practice 
fitness and dance.. And you 
can easily set up multi-pur-
pose recreational areas wi-
thout fear of damaging your 
floor. Fun is guaranteed!

The modularity and the ability 
to order GRIPPER in all RAL 

colors, allow you to crea-
te striking effects

CUSTOMIZABLE

*Custom colors on request

Violet
(RAL 4008)

Royal Blue
(RAL 5010)

Light Blue
(RAL 5012)

Leaf Green
(RAL 6002)

Orange
(RAL 2008)

Metal Grey
(RAL 9022)

Coral Red
(RAL 3016)

Black
(RAL 9011)

Traffic Yellow
(RAL 1023)

Traffic Red
(RAL 3020)

AVAILABLE COLORS*
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GRIPPER is supplied on pallets in 
pre-assembled sheets. To realize 
the court just put close the sheets 
to each other and couple them 
with a simple push of a hand or a 
feet.
You do not need any glue or fixing 
agent to secure Gripper to the 
ground, since it stays perfectly 
fixed and planar due to its own 
weight.

The lines of demarcation of the 
various sports are made   alternately 
with special scotch tape or with 
road type paint, depending on 
whether the field is temporary or 
permanent.
To carry out the final lines, it is 
recommended to delimit them first 
with paper tape, and then remove it 
at the end of the work.

Once you have finished laying and drawing lines, 
you can proceed with the placement of required 
sport equipments. Goals, nets and hoops are always 
mounted leaving few inches for thermal expansion of 
the surface during summer time.

InstALLAtIOn 

GRIPPER | INSTALLATION

LAYING GRIPPER

LINES REALIZATION

FIELD EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

The ideal surface to lay Gripper 
on is concrete smoothed with the 
helicopter.
For the renewal of existing 
fields or to temporary events, 
the installation surface must be 
cleaned and levelled as much 
as possible, in order to have a 
smooth area 

PREPARING THE SUR-
FACE

#1

#2

#3

#4
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CERTIFIED
qualiTY SYSTEM

FIBA Equipment &
Venue Centre Partner


